AGENDA
(4:00-5:30 in the boardroom)
Intro: TED Talk, “The Myth of Average”
Renewal of Library Variance: In March of 2015 the District was approved for a
variance to standards for the Junior High Library.
The District initially requested a variance to meet 10.55.709 requirements
for librarian FTE. The .1 FTE requirement has been met with a licensed and
properly endorsed librarian and an experienced paraprofessional. For a
quantitative measure to track student use we chose the circulation of books.
Our goal was to increase the number of books being checked out by 10%.
We exceeded our goal and increased our circulation by 84% in the junior
high.

The District has achieved the goals set in the variance and will reapply this year.

Gifted and Talented: District Policy 2166
The District would like the DLT to review the following information and assist in
establishing procedures to nominate or select students of demonstrated
achievement, or advanced general intellectual ability and academic aptitude and
determine how we can best serve these students learning.
Assessment:
How do we best use our MAP data? What can we do to prepare for SBAC and ACT?
Mid year MAP results, CRT Science, SBAC, ACT
*February 24, Teacher Development Day
Priorities:
1 Environment

2 Academic

3 Community

“Change is the law of life, and those who look only to the past or present are certain
to miss the future” John F. Kennedy
“To improve is to change, to be perfect is to change often” Winston Churchill
Questions??? Input?? Ideas?

Northwest Montana Educational
Cooperative’s and
Thompson Falls School District’s
Gifted and Talented
Education Guide & Program
“Serving Montana’s High Ability/High Potential Students”
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Guiding Principles
Determined by District Leadership Team:
❏ Should define the needs and responsibilities of a district to serve
High Ability/ High Performing (HA/HP) students.
❏ Must align with district’s mission and vision.
MISSION: Work together as a school and community to provide students an educational
experience that empowers them to grow as people and discover their individual
potential.
VISION: Everything revolves around learning.

INTRODUCTION: Thompson Falls Public Schools has the responsibility to provide services
that meet the needs of all students to develop their potential. Highly capable students
have special needs created by their degree of sensitivity, wide range of interests,
advanced verbal and academic skills, rapid rate of learning, and a greater capability for
higher-level thinking. Intellectual, academic, and creative talents can be a handicap in
an educational situation designed to meet the needs of the majority of the students.
Thompson Falls Public Schools is committed to providing these students with the
appropriate learning environment to allow for a range of options to maximize their
potential.

Process for School to Go through to Serve
High Ability/High Potential Students (HA/HP)
**Recreated from document from www.opi.mt.gov > programs > accreditation and educator preparation
> Gifted and Talented Education

Date of
Meeting

Action

Details

Convene Advisory
Committee (broad
representation)

➔
➔
➔
➔

Review Documents;
Revise

➔ Statement of guiding principles
➔ Compatible with district policies
➔ Compared with similar districts

Pull Together & Review
Data

➔ What services are currently available?
➔ What does data show about
effectiveness about services for
identified students?
➔ What areas could be improved?

Set Program Goals

➔ Based on guiding principles and data,
how do we want the GT program to
improve?
➔ What changes would best serve the
HA/HP students

Plan How to Serve HA/HP
Students

➔ How will we identify HA/HP students?
➔ How will appropriate challenges be
delivered?
➔ How will we provide professional
development for teachers?

Deliver Services to HA/HP
Students

➔ Collect baseline data.
➔ Use Multi Tiered Support System,
(MTSS) model for academic growth in
content areas.
➔ Meet social/emotional needs of HA/HP

Teachers and administrators
Counselors
Parents and/or students
GT knowledgeable representative

Completion
Date

students.
Evaluate Program

➔ Compare end of year or other time
period data to baseline.

Characteristics of High Ability/High Potential Students
“Gifted and talented children” means children of outstanding abilities who are
capable of high performance and require differentiated education programs beyond
those normally offered in public schools in order to fully achieve their potential
contribution to self and society. The children so identified include those with
demonstrated achievement or potential ability in a variety of worthwhile human
endeavors. (MCA 20-7-901)
Understanding the difference between “high ability/high potential” (HA/HP)
students and “high achievers” is also useful in developing quality instruction matched to
student needs. Although these two terms are not mutually exclusive, each has
particular characteristics. (pg. 9, OPI guide)
When seeking out HA/HP students, schools need to seek students in the district
or school who are exceptional by virtue of markedly greater than average potential or
ability in some area of human activity generally considered to be the province of the
educational system and whose exceptionality engenders special educational needs that
are not being adequately met by the core regular curriculum (pg. 9, OPI guide)

Categories

High Achieving Students

High Ability/High Potential
Students (HA/HP)

Motivation

To succeed in school;
To get high grades

To learn and expand
intellectual capacity

Social

Relate well to peers of own
age; Self-satisfied

Relate well to peers of own
intellectual interest; Selfcritical

Skills

Memorization, follow
directions, high interest

Make connections, generate
abstract concepts, pose
complex questions

Many researchers have identified the following characteristics of HA/HP learners:
Intellectual Traits

Personality Traits

Negative Characteristics

Exceptional reasoning ability

Insightfulness

Stubbornness

Intellectual curiosity

Need to understand

Resistance to domination

Rapid learning rate

Need for mental stimulation

Uncooperativeness

Facility for abstraction

Perfectionism

Cynicism

Complex thought process

Need for precision/logic

Sloppiness

Early moral concern

Sensitivity/empathy

A tendency to question
authority

Passion for learning

Intensity

Emotional frustration

Powers of concentration

Perseverance

Absentmindedness

Analytical thinking

Acute self-awareness

Low interest in detail

Divergent thinking/creativity

Questioning rules/authority

Withdrawn

Capacity for reflection

Tendency for introversion

Demanding

*Counseling the Gifted and Talented (Silverman, 1993 pg. 53)
*Education of the Gifted and Talented (Davis & Rimm, 1998, pg. 37-38)
*OPI, pg. 12
Alternative strategies may be needed to support HA/HP students deal with issues of:
❏ Motivation
❏ Discipline
❏ Stress management
❏ Feelings and communication of and about feelings
❏ Peer and sibling relationships
❏ Breaking and/or holding onto tradition
❏ Depression

The strategies and processes used in Response To Intervention (RTI) models are useful
for teaching skills for social, emotional, and behavioral successes. The tiered approach
to identifying levels of need for support and intervention (as used in Multi - Tiered
Sytem of Support) is also used in MBI. This includes “universal interventions”, “targeted

group interventions”, and “individual interventions”.

Identification of High Ability/High Potential Students
The district must employ comprehensive and appropriate measures in
identifying HA/HP. Generally 5-10% of a school’s population is likely to be
identified as HA/HP.
The characteristics used for identifying students for the gifted program.
❏ Observation period (four to six weeks), teacher
Formal screening instruments:
❏ Standardized tests, (MAP, STAR, SBAC)
❏ IQ tests
❏ Referral forms: consider teacher, parent, other (sample on pg. 76 of
OPI Guide)
Most Common Testing Mechanisms

**Scores should be recorded on a student profile (sample on pg. 81 of OPI
Guide)
**Remember Giftedness can be masked by culture and/or poverty
(consider data from products, performances, or other methods which
students can prove their strengths). *See pg. 21 of OPI guide for specifics
about Identifying American Indian HA/HP Students.
**Remember to keep parents informed of any screening or possibly
placement Request parents’ written permission with a portion signed and
returned to district/school. Include info. on how results will be used and
how information will be communicated to parents.

Curriculum Reflective of Student Needs
Overall instruction for HA/HP students should include:
❏ Based on content standards
❏ Be rooted in big ideas and concepts
❏ Vary content, process and/or product
❏ Adjust pace, depth, complexity, and levels of abstraction
❏ Be open-ended
❏ Accommodate student choice
More intensive options could include:
★ Acceleration
★ Grade skipping
★ Testing out of a course
★ Concurrent enrollment
★ Independent research
★ Mentorships

MTSS and Gifted Education/Support for All Students
Tier 1: Class instruction
for ALL Learners

➔ Student-centered instructional practices and
materials are standards-based and grounded in
research
➔ Instruction has clear objectives w/ focused activities
to meet the objectives
➔ Assessment results are used to shape future
instructional decisions
➔ Students have multiple avenues to show mastery of
essential content and skills and to demonstrate their
learning
➔ Instructional pacing, depth, and complexity is varied

Tier 2: Strategic
Targeted Intervention
Focusing on SOME
HA/HP Learners

➔ Evidence based, supplemental skill-building
interventions
➔ For students requiring specific supports in addition to
work in the classroom
➔ Systematic, explicit, and aligned to Tier 1 instruction
➔ Typically delivered in small groups of students with
similar strengths, interests, and needs.
➔ Sometimes a “pull-out” or “pull together” happening
once a week (can be, but doesn’t have to be)

Tier 3: Intensive
Targeted Intervention
focusing on a FEW
HA/HP Learners

➔ Evidence-based intensive targeted interventions for
students whose academic and intellectual needs are
not being met by Tier 1 or Tier 2 supplemental and/or
targeted instruction
➔ Typically highly or exceptionally gifted (IQ of 145 or
greater)
➔ Require a curriculum that is significantly different
(pace, level, complexity, and abstraction)
➔ May require a replacement core
➔ May require an individualized learning plan

Twice Exceptional Students

MTSS for Struggling Learners

MTSS for HA/HP Learners

...multi-tier approach to the early
identification and support of students with
learning and behavior needs

...is a multitier approach to the identification
and support of students with high ability and
high potential as well as social/emotional
needs

...begins with high-quality instruction and
universal screening of all children in the
general education classroom

...begins with high-quality instruction and
universal screening of all children in the
general education classroom

...provides struggling learners with
interventions at increasing levels of intensity
to accelerate their rate of learning

...provides HA/HP learners with interventions
at increasing levels of intensity to accelerate
their rate of learning

Support Services and Family Engagement
Support

Role & Services

Administrator(s)
Curriculum Specialist (in district) and/or
Northwest Montana Educational
Cooperative
Counselors
Teachers
Psychologists
Special Educators (if applicable)
Parent and Family

Teacher Preparation and Support
Questions for District Committee:

What teachers need:

What is a gifted education?

What do I need to know?

Who are the HA/HP students?

1. What should I look for?
2. How do I go about referring a student?
3. How do we go about identifying a student through
measures?

How will the district serve HA/HP students?

1. What should I do in the classroom?
2. When, if ever, will students need to leave the
classroom?
3. How can I manage flexible groups in the classroom?
4. What can I do if a HA/HP student is struggling in
some way?

Program Evaluation
Goals do not need to be large and complex. SMART (specific, measurable,
realistic, and time specific) are the best.
The district’s plan for evaluating could include:
❏ Pre-instructional and post-instructional test scores
❏ Beginning and ending interviews
❏ Surveys
**Remember to acquire baseline data before your begin or resume your
program.
Some Evaluation Questions:
Formative (report completed and changes made right away)
● How well are students in the program performing?
● Is the identification process identifying the students with needs it was
designed to meet?
● How successfully does the curriculum address the needs of the
identified students?
● How does the program address student growth? (both academic and
affective)
● Are we meeting short-term goals?
Summative (report completed informally annually, and formally
every five to seven years, should be written and accessible to all
stakeholders)
● Did the program do what it was designed to do?
● Did it meet its goals?
● Was the student identification process effective in identifying
students with extraordinary needs and abilities?
● Are there components of the program that are missing and/or
incomplete?
● How successful were the school’s support services in meeting
identified needs?
● Did professional development result in an increase in staff knowledge
about gifted education?

● Did the quality of programming for gifted students increase as a
result of professional development?
● What changes do we need to make?

